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FADE IN :

IN A DISTANT PLACE OF UNIVERSE ...

There is OSYRIS FOUR

A planet not bigger than the Earth, of threatening and ugly

aspect, which is surrounded by a family of STARS , and with

a beautiful BLUE MOON that do him company.

MOON

(sighing)

What cute boy !

When we approaching and crossing his ORBIT

WE SEE

That the planet, only has enormous rocks looks towering

guards, a FLOW of something that looks like water

And that is cover by a layer of soil from a strange color,

that protecting him from the stellar winds.

IS DAWNING, AND WE DESCEND ON THE PLANET.

The Moon, which can barely contain the dream, begins to pull

away over the horizont.

But when SEE US

Comes to us surprised and frightened:

MOON

(looking us)

What, you do here? How have found

this galaxy? Are you

colonists? The planet does not

like strangers... You ought to go

away. Go away before Osyris wake

up Go away !... Go away !

WE BACK

But at that moment, PHOEBUS, the sun that heats the

planet every lunar nights,leaves see his first solar rays.

PHOEBUS

Don‘t scared them Moon .Seem

travelers.
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MOON

But they are in danger Phoebus. You

must tell them. Your brother ...

PHOEBUS

(interrupting)

Calm, calm .I talk with him.

(to us)

Follow me . Don‘t be afraid.The

only problem with my

brother,is that takes too much

time alone.

ON THE PLANET - SOLAR DAY.

PHOEBUS

(without getting too)

Good morning broth... !

But The Sun can not finish the sentence because

something like a giant mountain emerges suddenly from the

surface of the planet ...

No less accompanied by three gigantic ROCKS that do us go

back to seek refuge.

IS OSYRIS who is awakened :

OSYRIS FOUR

(with a terrible THUNDER voice

and very angry )

Good morning, good morning.

You’re delayed . Do you

want freeze me ? I’m sure you do

it on purpose to annoy me. Can not

you come more often ?

Suspicious, LOOK US with what must be his eyes ,and seem to

us like two BURNING METEORITES ;

OSYRIS FOUR (CONT‘D)

Who COMES with you ?

PHOEBUS

OBSERVERS ... you know the

law Calm down. About visit you

more often, you know that you

aren‘t the only planet in this

galaxy that need me. And even

you’re my brother...
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OSYRIS FOUR

I know ... I know. You tell me that

are more important planetS with

life ... and I the monster of this

galaxy, the one that has no

life, and no need your rays.

Pauses while his eyes become even more burning and raising

the THUNDER of his voice continued :

OSYRIS FOUR (CONT‘D)

BUT WHO NEEDS IT! Just me bring

colonists and troubles !

Phoebus will answer, but one of the PLANET WATCHERS

Rocks named QUARTZ interrupts :

QUARTZ

Chief :something unknown has come

into our orbit.

OSYRIS FOUR

A SHIP...?

QUARTZ

(looking off screen)

Chief... I could not tell you.

I never seen anything like IT

OSYRIS FOUR

Explorers! ... Never learns! Let

approached .I have fun a little and

and will destroy them.

AND THEN Osyris, opens up even more his threatening

mouth who turn it into a huge crater as the Eye of Hell and

prepares to receive the intruder.

PHOEBUS

Why will you destroy? Wait to know

their intentions ... they may

be peaceful.

OSYRIS FOUR

I told you , I don‘t want colonist.

If I leave them, they will

come..exploit me, polutte my air

and I will finish as Earth !

ON THE SKY, and approaching to Osyris, we see something

what looks like a NOMAD CREATURE like a small ship-shaped

unknown has come into the orbit of Osyris.
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The ship creature, this being observed by the family

of Stars around the planet, and one of them NAUSICA the

smallest, approaching her :

NAUSICA

Stay away ! Stay away ! Osyris will

EAT you !

NOMAD

I need rest ...I’ve been "flying"

several days...

NAUSICA

(shouting)

WILL BE his breakfast !

OSYRIS FOUR.FIRTS ROCKS LINE - SOLAR DAY

Nomad, finally reached the first rocks on the planet and

drops landing on the ground exhausted.

THE GIGANTIC MOUTH OF OSIRIS, suddenly opens before

her, ready to devour, BUT PHOEBUS STOP HIM:

PHOEBUS

STOP! Don‘t do .Talk with her.

always have time to eat ...that.

OSYRIS FOUR

(threatening )

Who or What are you? If you are a

robotic explorer sent by settlers

of any intelligent system Will not

let you return. So understand that

I‘m not a living planet ... and if

they send someone else...

NOMAD

(scared to see the terrible

mouth of the planet)

Please don‘t hurt me. Nobody sent

me. I‘m lost.

OSYRIS FOUR

Lost ?... Where came you from?

NOMAD

Don‘t know . Nor as I have come to

your orbit.
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OSYRIS FOUR

You got a name?

NOMAD

NAME?. Should I have name ¿ I can

stay? Please.I just need rest ...

then will I leave you.

OSYRIS FOUR

That‘s right ! You can still

here the time you want. In

exchange you help my rocks in

watch . Your fleets and it will be

easier tell me if coming settlers

... But if you have lied... ROCKS

: make site, but not lose her

of view.

QUARTZ

Don‘t worry boss . I don‘t trust in

this hypocrite.SILEX !...FELDY !...

WATCH HER !.

SILEX and FELDSPAR two rocks that also form the watchers

corps of surveillance surround the ship creature .

SILEX

Are you robotics ¿. We could use

you like a vacuum. Here there much

work...

FELDY

Or as lawn mower... Isn´t true

Quartz?

QUARTZ

IDIOT ! See grass somewhere ? This

is a planet without LI...fe!...

FELDY

OH, 0H... Someone will have

TROUBLES...

OSYRIS FOUR

(furious)

Who said LIFE?... Who was ?

QUARTZ

(hiding)

I haven‘t heard anything boss ...

Look to Silex and Feldy "order them" confirmation -
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QUARTZ (CONT‘D)

Isn‘t it true GUYS ?

Silex nods, but Feldspar...

FELDY

I really thought that I heard the

word LIF...

QUARTZ

(stops him)

Shut up ! Magnesium Silicate, or

will be food to Volcano !

OSYRIS FOUR. TWO MOON NIGTHS LATER.

The Sun Phoebus returns to Osyris Four.

Say hello to NOMAD, which watch the planet, while “fly” over

the Rocks, and say good day to the Moon , which her yawns

while laid on the horizon.

OSYRIS FOUR. RIBER BED - NEW SOLAR DAY

Nomad, which now fly on the course of what some day can be a

great river...

Discover when be reflected in the flow water ... that has

changed of color and that... is transforming.

NOW has a pink color, slightly red, as if his MATTER had

been flushed.

NOMAD

(scared)

What’s happening to me? That heat I

have !Since I found flying on the

stars , only strange things

happen...

RIVER

( hiding their

water )

Stay away ...! I will not be

contagious...sure you caught

a spatial virus...Go out !...Go

out !

Nomad, is so worried looking her in the river,

that not see that a large formation of what

seem transport ships of shapes ever seen by humans

flying towards the planet.
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It‘s Feldspar, who discovers them and who gives the alarm:

FELDY

(screaming hysterical)

SETTLERS!..SETTLERS¡ AND COME TO

HERE...!

OSYRIS FOUR

(to Nomad)

You could not tell me?I am being

invaded !

Nomad looks the Formation of that Ships approaching and

can not contain the joy.

NOMAD

Eh !... they are like

me. They are like me! HEYYYY!.

I’m HERE! HERE !

OSYRIS FOUR

I had to be suspicious of you. But

my brother convinced me to let you

stay ... You are an explorer and

those who come are colonists of

your specie. But not arrive.NOT

ARRIVE !

NOMAD

(frightened)

What are you gonna do? I don´t

called them. Don‘t hurt them!

Please Osyris ...I beg you !

But the Planet, don‘t want to hear Nomad, and now , OPEN

hundreds of CRATERS from which EMERGING hundreds tongues

of fire, ready to devour to all Ship Creatures who approach

him.

NOMAD, rises above Osyris 4 and fly swiftly toward the

formation of Ship Creatures to warn them.

NOMAD ( CONT´D

(shouting)

Don‘t approach this Planet !DON‘T

APPROACH HIM !
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OSYRIS FOUR. ORBIT .

When the SHIP CREATURE who commands the ships formation see

Nomad, ask:

SHIP COMMANDER

Still haven‘t delivered your

SEED ? WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH IT?

NOMAD

What,what...SEED I had to deliver?

SHIP COMMANDER

OH, GREAT MOTHER...a NOMAD !

NOMAD

Of what you’re talking about ...

But you don‘t must get close to the

planet ... Will harm you!

SHIP COMMANDER

We can not turn back ...We must

deliver our load.

Nomada moved closer to they and within those creatures ships

sees a bright light as of a Nova.

NOMAD

(amazed)

What ... WHAT is THAT you carry

within you?

SHIP COMMANDER

Seeds of Life.

NOMAD

(even more shocked)

SEEDS OF LIFE?

SHIP COMMANDER

So is ... we bring them from the

GREAT MOTHER.


